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ABSTRACT 
Four different plasmid vector-based siRNA generation strategies were employed to silence Tomato leaf curl virus (ToLCV). RNA interference (RNAi) using short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) has been widely explored for the suppression of intracellular viral target mRNAs. Replication initiator protein gene (encoded by ORF AC1) of ToLCV with the concomitant silencing of AC4 gene (an embedded ORF with in AC1) was demonstrated through various RNAi constructs. The RNAi target sequence of 479 nt length termed as Truncated rep (T-rep) comprising the conserved regions in replication initiator protein gene with an overlapping sequence of the AC4 was chosen as a viral derived transgene source. In silico analysis of the entire rep gene employing the siRNA design algorithms revealed that the T-rep region is capable of generating 2 to 7 potent siRNAs. The study on the mRNA target site accessibility indicated that it exhibited open region with high number of unpaired nucleotides thus favourable for potent siRNA binding and cleavage. Different RNAi mediated strategies like antisense Truncated rep 

(T-rep), self-complementary inverted repeats-rep (IR-rep), intron- spliced hairpin RNA-rep (Ihp-rep), and short hairpin RNA-rep (sh-rep) were deployed for efficient and predictable silencing of the virus in tomato plants. 
The RNAi constructs showed differential behaviour for the transformation efficiency in all the stages of the tomato transformation. Ihp-rep showed highest transformation efficiency of 60% followed by T-rep and IR-rep exhibiting 55% and 45% of efficiency respectively. The lowest transformation efficiency of only 13% was recorded on transformation with sh-rep construct. The constructs also differed in their efficiency to silence the viral genome. Upon transformation with the Ihp-rep construct 95% of the plants exhibited recovery phenotype, whereas in other RNAi constructs T-rep, sh-rep and IR-rep, 80, 90 and 91 % of the plants manifested recovery from the viral symptoms respectively. These strategies imply that ToLCV rep-driven RNAi, targeting AC4 and conserved viral sequences, provides a promising approach to suppress ToLCV infection at the broad spectrum level and in the development of trait stable transgenics. During the course of study, an interesting observation on phenotypic anomalies like early apical apoptosis, decreased apical dominance, uneven leaf shape/ curvature, agravitropic roots, decreased lateral rooting, shortened petiole, reduced stature and aberrant leaf shape reflects off-target silencing effects in sh-rep transformants. These off target effects provided insights on the transcripts regulated by newly identified put-miR 3 of tomato.

